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“But for Japan, surrender was unthinkable. If  a 
massively destructive air bombardment couldn’t 

end the war, invasion seemed the only 
possibility. POWs saw women holding 

sharpened sticks, practicing lunges, and small 
children being drilled with wooden mock guns. 
Japan was preparing to fight to the last man, 

woman, and child.”

–Laura Hillenbrand, Unbroken



Japanese Beliefs

1. No surrender: fight to the 
death of  men, women, and 
children; kamikaze pilots 

2. No end in sight

Kamikaze: a name given to Japanese pilots 
who used their plane as a bomb and 
ultimately killed himself; high honor to die for 
your country in this way 



Military Options
1. Land, air, and sea invasion 

• difficult to organize 

• high probability of  huge loss of  
American lives 

2. Atom Bomb 

• Potsdam (Stalin, Churchill, 
Truman) 

• Truman had no previous 
knowledge of  FDR’s WWII or 
the bomb



The Manhattan Project

• J. Robert Oppenheimer is research 
director of  Manhattan Project 

• July 1945, atomic bomb tested in 
New Mexico desert



Scientists in Favor:

1. We spent the money, it should be 
used 

2. American lives will be spared 

3. Need to send clear message to 
Soviets– don’t mess with us. 



Scientists Opposed:

1. Explode a test bomb (use deserted 
island near Japan) 

2. Japan will surrender when they 
see full capability of  the bomb



CounterArguments

1. Only a bomb dropped in a 
Japanese city would have an 
effect.  

2. Test might be a dud 

3. Japanese might shoot down 
delivery plane 

4. Japanese might move POWs to 
test location



Truman’s Call

1. Regarded bomb as military 
weapon 

2. Believed it should be used 

• Hiroshima=August 6th, 1945 

• Nagasaki=August 9th, 1945



Hiroshima and Nagasaki

• August 6, Hiroshima, major 
military center, destroyed by 
bomb 

• 3 days later, bomb dropped on 
city of  Nagasaki 

• Japan Surrenders: V-J Day: 
August 15, 1945  

• “Formal Surrender:” 
September 2, 1945



The Yalta Conference
• February 1945, FDR, Churchill, Stalin 

meet in Yalta                                               
-discuss post-war world 

• FDR, Churchill concession: 
temporarily divide Germany into 4 
parts 

• Stalin promises free elections in Eastern 
Europe; will fight Japan 

• FDR gets support for conference to 
establish United Nations 

• WWII becomes the most destructive 
war in human history



The Nuremberg War Trials

• Nuremberg Trials–24 Nazi 
leaders tried, sentenced                        
-charged with crimes against 
humanity, against the peace, war 
crimes 

• Establish principle that people 
responsible for own actions in war



The Occupation of  Japan

• MacArthur commands U.S. 
occupation forces in Japan 

• Over 1,100 Japanese tried, 
sentenced 

• MacArthur reshapes Japan’s 
economy, government


